Text-to-picture systems attempt to facilitate high-level, user-friendly communication between humans and computers while promoting understanding of natural language. These systems interpret a natural language text and transform it into a visual format as pictures or images that are either static or dynamic. In this paper, we aim to identify current difficulties and the main problems faced by prior systems, and in particular, we seek to investigate the feasibility of automatic visualization of Arabic story text through multimedia. Hence, we analyzed a number of well-known text-to-picture systems, tools, and approaches. We showed their constituent steps, such as knowledge extraction, mapping, and image layout, as well as their performance and limitations. We also compared these systems based on a set of criteria, mainly natural language processing, natural language understanding, and input/output modalities. Our survey showed that currently emerging techniques in natural language processing tools and computer vision have made promising advances in analyzing general text and understanding images and videos. Furthermore, important remarks and findings have been deduced from these prior works, which would help in developing an effective text-to-picture system for learning and educational purposes.
Introduction
A text-to-picture system is a system that automatically converts a natural language text into pictures representing the meaning of that text. The pictures can be static illustrations such as images or dynamic illustrations such as animations. Most of the very early work in text-to-have also been proposed, such as KidsRoom [4, 34, 56] and CONFUCIUS [18] , the latter entails an interactive, multimodal storytelling system. For simple stories, in [46] , the author proposed a system that can assist readers with intellectual disabilities in improving their understanding of short texts. A recent multimedia text-to-picture mobile system for Arabic stories based on conceptual graph matching has been proposed in [32] . For every input text, matching scores are calculated based on the intersection between the conceptual graph of the best selected keywords/sentences from the input text and the conceptual graphs of the pictures; in turn, matched pictures are assigned relative rankings. The best picture is selected based on the maximum intersection between the two graphs.
Domain application of text-to-picture systems
In text-to-picture systems, the visualized text can serve as a universal language for many applications such as education, language learning, literacy development, summarization of news articles, storytelling, data visualization, games, visual chat, rehabilitation of people with cerebral injuries, and children with delayed development. In the fields of education, language learning, and literacy development, an empirical study [6] strongly argues that text illustration with pictures generally enhances learners' performance and plays a significant role in a variety of text-based cognitive outcomes. For instance, an Arabic multimedia mobile educational system [32] has been proposed that allows users to access learning materials and mine illustrative pictures for sentences. Moreover, it has been shown in [43, 45] that representing and linking text to pictures can be very helpful for people to rapidly acquire knowledge and reduce the time needed to obtain such knowledge [10] . Language learning for children or for those who study a foreign language can also be improved through pictures [42] .
Recently, studies on understanding learning behavior have suggested that the incorporation of digital visual material can greatly enhance learning [2] and promote imaginative capabilities, which is an important factor in inspiring creativity, as argued in [37] . In addition, the ability to encode information using pictures has benefits such as enabling communication to and from preliterate or non-literate people [29] , improved language comprehension for people with language disorders, as argued in [42] , and communication with children with autism [55] . Visualization and summarization of long text documents for rapid browsing, applications in literacy development [28] , and electronic medical records [54] are also currently required. For instance, MindMapping, a well-known technique for taking notes and learning, has been introduced in work [16] as a multi-level visualization concept that takes a text input and generates its corresponding MindMap visualization. Yet, developing a text-to-picture system involves various requirements and challenges. The next section reviews some difficulties and challenges in developing text-to-picture systems.
Requirements and challenges
According to [24] , in addition to the technical issues, difficulties and fundamental challenges in developing a text-to-picture system are rooted in natural language characteristics such as language being semi-structured, ambiguous, context-sensitive, and subjective. This work highlighted that designing a text-to-picture system capable of integrating a natural language interface and an interface for visualization purposes requires overcoming profound technical challenges in integrating artificial intelligence techniques, including natural language understanding (NLU), knowledge representation, planning, reasoning, and the integration of multiple knowledge sources and computer graphics techniques such as real-time rendering. With consideration for these requirements, the challenges of developing such systems are presented below.
Natural language understanding
Natural language understanding usually results in transforming natural languages from one representation into another [18] . Mapping must be developed in order to disambiguate a description, discover the hidden semantics within it, and convert it into a formal knowledge representation (i.e., semantic representation). This task presents a fundamental challenge; for more details, a brief overview of NLU issues can be found in [41] . Furthermore, language rarely mentions common-sense facts about a world that contains critically important spatial knowledge and negation [24] . Enabling a machine to understand natural language, which is variable, ambiguous, and imprecise, also involves feeding the machine grammatical structures (e.g., parts of speech), semantic relationships (e.g., emotional value and intensity), and visual descriptions (e.g., colors and motion direction) in order for it to match the language with suitable graphics [23] . The following figure (Fig. 1) shows the terminology of NLU and natural language processing (NLP) [41] .
Knowledge representation, reasoning, and implicit knowledge
A text-to-picture system, which is designed to convert natural language descriptions to a visual representation, requires a knowledge representation component to represent the discovered semantics and use them to decide the actions to be taken. A reasoning mechanism embedded within the knowledge representation component can also help the system to derive implicit knowledge from available knowledge. Designing such a component is not a trivial task [24] . In addition, gathering the required tools and repositories, modeling, and obtaining the knowledge base (KB) is a challenge.
Despite all these difficulties, researchers are motivated to develop text-to-picture systems that can automatically convert the natural language descriptions to target visualizations either as a static picture or a dynamic animation. Furthermore, the current state of software and hardware for computer graphics technologies is highly advanced and can generate multimedia objects in real time, making the development of these systems an interesting challenge. 
Loose image-text association
With the increased upload and usage of multimedia content, the pictures and texts involved can be loosely associated, and correspondence between pictures and texts cannot always be established, as highlighted in [59] . As a result, the association between pictures and texts in multimedia contexts can hardly be established using traditional methods, since the scale of the text alone can cover the entire natural language vocabulary. Therefore, there is a need for more powerful methods and techniques. The authors in [8] believe that there is now an increased difficulty in managing large multimedia sources to explore and retrieve relevant information. Unlike the English language, the Arabic language has complex morphological aspects and lacks both linguistic and semantic resources [27, 48, 49 ], yet another challenge to be addressed accordingly in image-text association.
Motivation for the survey
In the previous section, we highlighted the importance of text-to-picture systems in different contexts. Nowadays, such systems are still needed, since they have demonstrated their effectiveness at helping users to communicate, learn, and interpret textual information efficiently [50] . In particular, in situations constrained by time, capability, or technology, these systems have demonstrated the ability to clarify meanings and improve learning outcomes in cases including students with cognitive deficiencies, learning disabilities, or learning difficulties [3] . Nevertheless, many everyday tasks require a combination of textual and visual information (e.g., understanding slides while listening to a lecture in a classroom or reading and understanding a story). Hence, this survey reviews wellknown text-to-picture systems, tools, and approaches in order to investigate their performance and limitations. Our research study is also motivated by the emerging techniques in NLP tools, computer vision, and their combination, which have proven to have made great advances toward their respective goals of analyzing and generating text, and the understanding of images and videos.
In the past, text-to-picture systems used to be viewed as a translation approach from a text language to a visual language [51] with excessive manual efforts. Nowadays, text-to-picture systems are being seen as information retrieval systems [50] , which intensively involve emerging deep learning techniques, specifically Web image classification [7, 47] , generic data classification [26] , image annotation [40] , image feature extraction, and image captioning [17] . Therefore, automatic text illustration with multimedia systems has become more feasible even with minimal manual effort due to the massive availability of both Web multimedia content and open-resource tools. However, the feasibility of such systems requires a combination of different powerful techniques from different research areas to produce accurate results. In particular, with the new advances in deep convolutional neural networks and long short-term memory, neural networks are gradually enhancing these areas of research, and there are promising signs for developing successful text-to-picture systems.
Although there are many working systems and applications that automatically generate images from a given sentence, text-to-picture systems for Arabic text are limited. Hence, more studies, reviews, and tools for analyzing Arabic sentences are required to recognize the potential for automatic Arabic text illustration and to open new horizons for research into the Arabic language in general. Indeed, a key objective of this review is to investigate the feasibility of Bautomatic visualization of Arabic story text through multimedia^using available tools and resources, particularly the automatic mapping of Arabic text to multimedia using Arabic language processing capabilities, and developing a successful text-to-picture system for educational purposes.
It is also important to mention that there are many other systems, reviewed in [24] , that can convert general texts into high-level graphical representations; e.g., text-to-scene and text-toanimation systems. In this work, we focus on text-to-picture systems, approaches, and tools, which is the simplest form of visualization, and we review those which have only been published in scientific journals and at conferences. Online tools and applications are totally out of the scope of this survey.
In the next section, we present a detailed overview of state-of-the-art text-to-picture systems. For each one, we will elaborate on the system inputs and outputs, design methodology, language processes, and knowledge resources, as well as discuss the advantages and disadvantages.
Specific text-to-picture systems
Many text-to-picture systems have been developed to date, most of which differ in their methodology, utilized language understanding approach, syntactic analysis, KB scheme, inputs, and outputs. Thus far, those systems' outputs have shown that verbs are difficult to visualize. One possibility for addressing this challenge is to use hand-drawn action icons and link the verb to its constituents as predicted by semantic role labeling [21] . There are also many other complications regarding the visualization of relationships and spatial and temporal information. In this section, we list specific text-to-picture systems and approaches whose features will be compared.
Story picturing engine
The story picturing engine refers to the process of illustrating a story with suitable pictures [31] . The system is a pipeline of three processes: story processing and image selection, estimation of similarity, and reinforcement-based ranking. During the first process, some descriptor keywords and proper nouns are extracted from the story to estimate a lexical similarity between keywords using WordNet. For this purpose, the stop words are eliminated using a manually crafted dictionary, and then a subset of the remaining words is selected based on a combination of a bag-of-words model and named-entity recognition. The utilized bag-ofwords model uses WordNet 1 to determine the polysemy count of the words. Among them, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs with a low polysemy count (i.e., less ambiguity) are selected as descriptor keywords of a piece of text. Those with very high polysemy are eliminated because they offer little weight to the meaning conveyed by the story [30] . A simple named-entity recognizer is then used to extract the proper nouns. Those images that contain at least one keyword and one named entity are retrieved from a local, annotated image database that has been set as an initial image pool.
The estimation of similarity between pairs of images based on their visual and lexical features is calculated based on a linear combination of integrated region matching distance [35] and WordNet hierarchy. Two forms of similarity measurement have been applied to consider visually similar images as well as images judged similar by annotations. Eventually, the images are ranked based on a mutual reinforcement method and the most highly ranked images are retrieved. This system is basically an image search engine that gets a given description as a query and retrieves and ranks the related images. Fig. 2 shows an example output for a story picturing engine.
Despite the good accuracy and performance of the story picturing engine, it only retrieves one picture for a given story and ignores many aspects such as temporal or spatial relationships. More advanced language processing techniques can be incorporated into the story picturing engine for richer performance; for instance, by integrating several image databases and building an online system that can accept stories provided by teachers and students [31] .
Text-to-picture synthesis system
This system is a general-purpose text-to-picture system attempting to enhance communication. This system evolved and used semantic role labeling for its latest version [21] rather than keyword extraction with picturability, which measures the probability of finding a good image to represent the word [60] . Initially, the system starts with key phrase extraction to eliminate the stop words and then uses a Part of Speech POS tagger to extract the nouns, proper nouns, and adjectives. These words are then fed to a logistic regression model to decide the probability of their picturability based on the ratio of the frequencies under a regular Web search versus an image search. A TextRank summarization algorithm [44] is applied to the computed probabilities, and the top 20 keywords are selected and used to form the key phrases, each having an assigned importance score.
For image selection, the process is based on matching the extracted key phrases with the image annotations. First, the top 15 images for this key phrase are retrieved using Google Image Search. Next, each image is segmented into a set of disjointed regions using an image segmentation algorithm. Then, a vector of color features is calculated for all images and clustered in the feature space. Finally, the largest cluster is searched to find the region whose feature vector is closest to the center of this cluster. The image that contains this region is then selected as the best image for this key phrase.
In the final stage, the system takes the text, the key phrases, and their associated images, and determines a 2D spatial layout that represents the meaning of the text by revealing the important objects and their relationships (see Fig. 3 ). The retrieved pictures are positioned based on three constraints: minimum overlap, centrality of important pictures, and closeness of the pictures in terms of the closeness of their associated key phrases. For that reason, the authors designed a so-called ABC layout, such that each word and its associated image is tagged as being in the A, B, or C region using a linear-chain conditional random field [60] .
In contrast to the story picturing engine, this system associates a different picture with each extracted key phrase and presents the story as a sequence of related pictures. It treats the textto-picture conversion problem as an optimization process, as mentioned in [24] , and it still inherits the drawbacks of text-to-picture systems despite its performance compared to the story picturing engine. For complex sentences, the authors anticipate the use of text simplification to convert complex text into a set of appropriate inputs for their system. According to [24] , the simplicity and the restriction to simple sentences may have prevented the system from reaching its goal because some elaborated steps possibly distort the meaning of the text. Moreover, the use of hand-drawn action icons only for visualization makes the system very restricted. This is where the true value of modern text-to-scene systems can be seen more efficiently, according to [24] . [20] , and for the sentence, BThe girl called the king a frog^(right) [21] 
Word2Image
This system proposed various techniques, including correlation analysis and semantic and visual clustering, in order to produce sets of images from Flickr [36] . The translation of a word into its visual counterpart with a set of high-quality, precise, diverse, and representative images undergoes following five steps.
1. Generating a diverse and precise image set in which a heuristic for diversity is attained through the collection of images from different groups, users, times, and locations, and which show enough variations on both semantic and visual levels. 2. Using a correlation analysis for precision to filter out the wrong and noisy images, accomplished through conducting a correlation analysis using Flickr's list of Brelatedt ags, based on clustered usage analysis. An image is accepted as relevant only if the correlation score is greater than a certain threshold. 3. Using a semantic cluster where the system computes the saliency of each keyword in the set of tags and titles, keeping and utilizing only top-M keywords which are ranked at top M positions, to represent each image with an M-dimensional vector. An agglomerative algorithm is also used to hierarchically cluster the image set into different groups, and a cluster merging process is followed to combine the small clusters and form a larger cluster for later visual clustering. 4. Applying visual clustering to each semantically consistent cluster obtained from the previous step in order to divide them into visually coherent sub-clusters, and then selecting representative images for each cluster. All these clusters must follow certain criteria in order to compete for being selected to be shown to the user. Within each cluster, the images are also ranked according to their representativeness. 5. The system adopts the collage technique to construct a compact and visually appealing image collage from the top representative images of the top-K clusters which are ranked at top K positions. The images are resized according to the respective cluster's ranking score.
To make the representative image more easily understandable, a large version of the original-size image will be shown when the user places the mouse over it, and the top-4 i.e. the top four keywords will be displayed to depict its content. Fig. 4 shows an example output for the concept of Bpyramid.Â lthough Word2Image translates a concept into its visual counterpart with sets of highquality, precise, diverse, and representative images, it inherits problems related to the input language, such as restricting the input to single words only.
Discovered topics:
France-Paris-museum-Louvre Africa-Egypt-Cairo-desert Mexico-Yucatan-Maya-temple history-architecture-Giza-Sphinx 
Enriching textbooks with images
This approach proposes techniques for finding images from the Web that are most relevant for augmenting a section of the textbook while also respecting the constraint that the same image is not repeated in different sections of the same chapter [2] . The techniques are comprised of optimizing the assignment of images to different sections within a chapter, mining images from the Web using multiple algorithms, and, finally, Bensembling^them. Upon image assignment, each section of the textbook is assigned the most relevant images such that the relevance score for the chapter is maximized while maintaining the constraints that no section has been assigned more than a certain maximum number of images (each section is augmented with at most k number of images) and no image is used more than once in the chapter (no image repeats across sections). A polynomial time algorithm is also used for implementing the optimizer. For image mining, two algorithms are used for obtaining a ranked list of the top-k images, where k is the number of images, and their relevance scores for a given section where various possible variants of these algorithms are accepted, as well as additional image-mining algorithms that could be produced. The relevance score for an image is computed by analyzing the overlap between the concept phrases and the image metadata. The ranked lists of image assignments are then aggregated by image ensembling in order to produce the final result. Ensembling is done sequentially within a chapter, starting from the first section. Top images selected for a section are eliminated from the pool of available images for the remaining sections. The image assignment is then rerun, followed by ensembling for the next section. 5 Example output for the section on BDispersion of white light by a glass prism^ [2] The evaluation conducted through the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform showed promising results for the proposed system and indicated that the proposed techniques are able to obtain images that can help increase the understanding of the textbook material; however, deeper analysis to identify key concepts is needed. Despite its promises, the concepts in this work are divided into the two parts-of-speech categories: adjectives, nouns, and sometimes prepositions, thus ignoring all other categories of terms. Moreover, the proposed system does not support interactive modification of the images and does not embed any lexical or commonsense resources.
A text-to-picture system for the Russian language
Utkus is a text-to-picture synthesis system designed for Russian language processing and operates with the natural language analysis component, the stage processing component, and the rendering component [12] . The system evolved from its previous version to convey the gist of general, semantically unrestricted Russian language text. It consists of three processing stages: linguistic analysis, depictor generation, and picture synthesis. In first stage, the system uses shallow semantic analysis starting by tokenization using the Greeb 2 tokenizer, then moves to morphological parsing using the Myaso 3 analyzer, and, finally, performs syntactic parsing of the tokenized and morphologically annotated input text. A semantic representation of the input text is prepared. During the second stage, the obtained semantic representations are transformed into depictors, which are simple instructions to the Renderer block. Depiction rules are found using lemmatized verbs from the input expressions and mapping the expression arguments by defined rule operations. In the last stage, depictors are further executed by Renderer, which iterates across the depictor list, executes each depictor of the list, and stores it in the Renderer state, which is necessary for performing the picture layout. Renderer creates the output file and places the graphical primitives in the computed place and state according to the layout generation results; see Fig. 6 for an output scene.
According to [13] , this approach provides loose coupling of ontology, thesaurus, gallery, and depiction rules. However, only verb phrases and related noun phrases are extracted from the dependency tree of each sentence of the text; other parts of speech, such as adjectives, pronouns, and numerals, are not considered. It should be noted that the Utkus system is currently unable to represent plural words or to solve the problem of semantic ambiguities. Many other deficits and several reasons for future works have been mentioned in [12] .
Vishit: A visualizer for Hindi text
Vishit is an approach for processing Hindi texts for visualization purpose [28] . It consists of three major processing steps: language processing, KB creation, and scene generation. To perform language processing, the input text is analyzed sentence by sentence, which includes a morphological analyzer, POS tagger, and parser. The parsing of an input sentence forms a dependency tree with the identification of semantic arguments like subject and predicate along with their roles and action verbs. Here, the structure of the obtained dependency tree helps in resolving many co-references and in extracting subject-predicate information while the associated role with identified objects helps to identify semantic relationships between the objects. During KB creation, spatial relations are identified by recognizing the context of where objects are located with respect to the overall scene or relative to other objects and providing background and spatial information. A taxonomy repository with manual identification of semantic relations is created. In the scene generation step, a background is first selected for the scene, and objects, along with their relative positions, are determined. Then, an image is rendered by surface extraction and spatial partitioning along with the detection and removal of object collisions for positioning objects. Eventually, an offline image repository is used to stores various types of objects with semantic feature tags that later serve in the selection and representation of appropriate images.
Initial results from Vishit seem encouraging, since the generation of a dependency tree with the identification of semantic arguments like subjects and predicates has the potential to be used for other input languages. However, this system is still in its prototype phase, and the image processing that is used attempts a manipulation of the image parameters that could result in changing the actual meaning of the text. Additionally, it requires annotated images to be prepared a priori, which is a labor-intensive and tedious task. Another problem is that this system is not interactive and does not exploit the user's feedback.
Chat with illustration
Chat with illustration (CWI) is a visually assisted instant messaging scheme that automatically presents users with visual messages associated with text messages [29] . The CWI scheme consists of the following five tasks.
1. Image database construction: An indexed image database is set and divided into two parts.
One part corresponds to unpicturable keywords which have been labeled to images manually. The other part corresponds to the picturable keywords and was built automatically. For the latter part, a two-level image filtering strategy is performed. Then, semantic and visual similarities of images are exploited, and an advanced clustering algorithm is applied to hierarchically cluster the images to semantically and visually consistent groups. 2. Dialogue analysis: This module detects meaningful keywords and analyzes grammatical and logical relationships. Meaningful keywords reflect users' intent in chat and are used as 6 Example output of for the sentence BA man has fallen into the fire^ [12] query words in image selection. The analyzed relationships are used as the foundation for the visual layout. 3. Image selection and ranking: A set of representative images for obtained meaningful keywords of dialogue are searched and selected from the image database. For unpicturable keywords, the representative images are searched manually, whereas for picturable keywords, a two-step approach has been developed. First, the most proper sub-cluster is selected from all sub-clusters that are clustered with specific semantic aspects. Then, with the help of visual and tag information, images in the selected sub-cluster are ranked, and the most representative image for the keyword in the specific dialogue is selected. 4. Visual layout: A template-based visual layout scheme is prepared in order to present the obtained representative images for meaningful keywords in the dialogue from the previous step. Some image layout templates have been designed based on grammatical relationships between words and logical relationships between clauses. Each template stands for a certain semantic unit and is simple and very easy to understand. 5. Visual dialogue summarization: When the chat is finished, a visual dialogue summarization is made by illustrating the main picturable concepts in the dialogue. The image size, centrality, and distance define how the images are integrated in one illustration. The locations of all images are formulated as an optimization problem and solved by the use of a Monte Carlo randomized algorithm. See the following figure (Fig. 7) for visualized dialogue.
Despite the accuracy and the intuitiveness of the visual layout, CWI relies on making excessive preparations of image resources. Furthermore, only a few unpicturable concepts such as verbs, adjectives, fixed phrases, and interrogatives are considered and labeled to images manually, which makes the chat directed more toward concrete concepts. Another disadvantage of this system is its limited capability in terms of language processing and grammatical and logical relationships.
Illustrate it! An Arabic multimedia text-to-picture m-learning system
Illustrate It! is an Arabic multimedia text-to-picture mobile learning system that is based on conceptual graph matching [32] . To build a multimedia repository, the system uses the Scribd 4 online book library in order to collect educational stories which are then stored locally in binary format and marked for text extraction. An educational ontology is built to provide educational resources covering different domains such as the domain of animals' stories, in particular it describes the story's structure, the question's semantic structure and the grammatical tree structure. Fig. 7 Example output for the message BGood idea^ [28] For text processing, relationships between entities in the story text are extracted using a basic formal concept analysis approach based on the composition of entity-property matrices. A conceptual graph for the best selected sentence and for the best selected keywords is also built. The obtained graph is used to select the best picture based on the maximum intersection between this graph and the conceptual graphs of the pictures in the multimedia repository.
The proposed system solves the limitations of existing systems by providing pedagogic illustrations. However, the current implementation cannot automatically find illustrations that do not have annotations or textual content, and cannot locate annotated elements in the picture. Moreover, the system uses only cartoon images and disregards essential educational benefits from other multimedia types, only focuses on entities and relationships, and ignores spatial and temporal relationships and other story clues that can be used to infer the implicit knowledge.
WordsEye
WordsEye is a text-to-scene system that can automatically convert input text into representative, static, 3D scenes [9] . The system consists of two main components: a linguistic analyzer and a scene depicter.
First, the input text that can include information about actions, spatial relationships, and object attributes is parsed, and a dependency structure is constructed that represents the dependencies among the words to facilitate the semantic analysis. This structure is then utilized to construct a semantic representation in which objects, actions, and relationships are represented in terms of semantic frames.
Then, the depiction module converts the semantic frames into a set of low-level graphical specifications. For this purpose, a set of depiction rules is used to convert the objects, actions, relationships, and attributes from the extracted semantic representation to their realizable visual counterparts. The geometric information of the objects is manually tagged and attached to the 3D models. This component also employs a set of transduction rules to add implicit constraints and resolve conflicting constraints. Finally, once the layout is completed, the static scene is rendered using OpenGL similar to the example output shown in Fig. 8 .
Although WordsEye has achieved a good degree of success, the allowed input language for describing the scenes is stilted, as mentioned in [24] . It is not interactive and does not exploit the user's feedback. Moreover, WordsEye relies on its huge offline rule base and data repositories containing different geometric shapes, types, and similar attributes. These elements are manually annotated, meaning that WordsEye lacks an automatic image annotation task. 
Confucius
CONFUCIUS is a multi-modal text-to-animation conversion system that can generate animations from a single input sentence containing an action verb and synchronize it with speech [18] . It is composed of several modules with different tasks to accomplish; we briefly mention the relevant modules:
1. Knowledge base: Encompasses a lexicon, a parser, and a visual database that contains a very limited set of 3D models and action animations. 2. Language processor: Uses a Connexor functional-dependency grammar parser, WordNet, and a lexical conceptual structure database to parse the input sentence, analyzes the semantics, and outputs lexical visual semantic representation. 3. Media allocator: Exploits the acquired semantics to generate an XML representation of three modalities: an animation engine, a speech engine, and narration. 4. Animation engine: Uses the generated XML representation and the visual database to generate 3D animations, including sound effects. 5. Text-to-speech engine: Uses the XML representation to generate speech. 6. Story narrator: Uses the XML representation to initialize the narrator agent. 7. Synchronizer: Integrates these modalities into a virtual reality modelling language file that is later used to render the animation.
CONFUCIUS can address the temporal relationships between actions. It integrates the notion of visual valency [39] , a framework for deeper semantics of verbs, and uses it as a primary criterion to re-categorize eventive verbs for the animation. It utilizes the humanoid animation standard for modeling and animating the virtual humans. As seen in Fig. 9 , CONFUCIUS supports lip synchronization, facial expressions, and parallel animation of the upper and lower body of human models. Fig. 9 The output animation of BJohn put a cup on the table^ [18] Generally, CONFUCIUS is not interactive in the sense that it does not let the user modify the generated animation [24] . In addition, only a single sentence is allowed in each input and only a restricted format of the input sentences (i.e., one action verb per sentence, and only simple verbs are considered) is permitted, hence the user is restricted in expressing the intended description.
Discussion
The reviewed text-to-picture systems treat the problem of mapping natural language descriptions to a visual representation as an image retrieval and ranking problem [24] . The authors in [51] see the problem from another perspective; namely, as a knowledge extraction and translation problem. Together, these systems extract concepts from the input text, then match them against the image annotations, and a subset of the images is retrieved and ranked based on some predefined similarity measures. The retrieved images with the highest rank are illustrated.
From a detailed literature review, we see several attempts at illustrating text with pictures to help with better understanding and communication. Literature also shows efforts to translate text to a picture, text picturing, natural language visualization, etc. Hence the common features for most text-to-picture systems and approaches include the following [50] , which are also illustrated in Fig. 10 
Comparison of reviewed text-to-picture systems
We have surveyed several text-to-picture approaches and systems. The evolution of the text-topicture systems can be identified as moving in two main directions [24] . First, the systems have evolved in terms of extracting text and image associations since they exploit new visual
• Text in natural language
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• InformaƟon ExtracƟon
Knowledge ExtracƟon
• Formal RepresentaƟon
Knowledge Match
• Match of text and picture metadata
• Rendering single image or collage of images Fig. 10 Text and image processing pipeline features fused with semantic feature associations instead of text and image annotations. Second, the systems have evolved in their produced output such that the early systems provide only one representative picture, whereas successor systems provide a set of images ordered based on the temporal flow of the input. Table 1 below gives an overall comparison focusing on NLP, NLU, input, and output modalities of the reviewed real and functioning text-to-picture systems only. The plus/minus (± ) signs indicate the support each system has for features listed in the table header.
As the table indicates, WordsEye is the only system that has a good NLU component; however, the allowed input language for describing the scenes is stilted [24] . The other systems, which have more enriched input and output interfaces, have weaker NLP, and all completely lack NLU. Many other features are shown in the following tables for a comparison between the reviewed text-to-picture approaches and systems.
We focus on text analysis models used by these systems, thus categorizing them into two groups as systems either following shallow semantic analysis or deep semantic analysis. As shown in Table 2 , systems that use shallow semantic analysis models typically provide a naïve semantic parsing such as semantic role labeling. However, systems that use deep semantic analysis or linguistic approaches investigate deeper semantic parsing such as dependency parsing and semantic parsing (see Table 3 ).
First of all, we summarize the technical details, text processing, and rendering features of reviewed prior work with the following criteria: WordNet) and help to add related context to the input; image resources determine the visual resources (e.g., Google images or Flickr) and enable automated image retrieval. [60] + --+ Utkus [12] + -+ -WordsEye [9] + + -+ CONFUCIUS [18] + --+ Table 2 Comparison of text-to-picture systems following shallow semantic analysis 
Remarks and findings obtained
Many reviews such as [24, 50, 52] , and research works such as [18, 38] on text-to-picture systems highlight the following issues:
1. Natural language understanding: Most of the systems face many technical difficulties in understanding natural language. Therefore, they restrict the form of the input text to overcome these difficulties (e.g., one sentence in simple English is allowed as the input for a text-to-picture synthesizer) [21] . Other approaches restrict the conceptual domain to a specific domain (e.g., Vishit [28] restricts the conceptual domain to the domain of animals in different environments). 2. Natural language processing: Most of the systems focus on the information retrieval task and do not elaborate on the language processing aspects, including morphological, syntactic, and semantic analyses. However, in terms of language understanding and richness of the model repository, WordsEye [9] outperforms all reviewed systems. 3. Syntax analysis: Half of the systems use the bag-of-words representation model that treats a given text as a set of words and frequencies and disregards the syntax and word order. The rest of the reviewed systems utilize POS tagging. However, most systems do not analyze all words; some focus on just one or two parts of speech (e.g., the approach in [2] considers only nouns and adjectives).
8. Rule-based: Few systems use rule-based methodology; however, current data-driven systems do not outperform the rule-based systems [24] . This is probably because the data-driven systems have only been used for feasibility studies, whereas a few rule-based systems such as WordsEye are commercialized and supported by the required resources for crafting as many rules as possible. 9. Input/Output: In terms of inputs, only a few systems allow for a general, unrestricted natural language (e.g., WordsEye). On the other hand, systems have evolved in terms of output. The early systems provided the users with only one representative picture, as described in [31] , whereas later systems have provided users with a set of images based on their relevance and have also provided an appropriate layout. More sophisticated outputs in the form of 3D animations with sound effects and displayed emotions are also available, as described in [22] . 10. External text resources: Most of the systems used the WordNet lexicon as a typical text knowledge source in earlier works. However, a large proportion of the general-domain systems that require common-sense knowledge are not equipped with any knowledge resources. This fact highlights another fundamental problem of the current systems. They simply ignore the knowledge resources, meaning that they cannot infer in unpredictable situations and cannot be adaptive. 11. External image resource: Most of the systems rely on third-party image collections such as Flickr, while only a few rely on their own offline image resource with excessive preprocessing stages that include backgrounds and frames (e.g., CWI [29] relies on making excessive preparations of image resources). The visualization within this system is restricted to available images within that resource. 12. Image annotation: Most of the systems exploit the surrounding text of the images and the text appearing within HTML tags. Some of the systems apply an automatic annotation by collecting both images and text and then using the co-occurring text around the images to annotate them. On the other hand, there are other techniques attempting to extract the text within the image (e.g., Illustrate It! [32] transforms the image into a binary format and employs the library Tess4J 6 for optical character recognition to transform the textual content in the image into characters that are exploited for matching relevant images). 13. Image retrieval process: Most of the systems carry out this process by extracting concepts from the input text and then matching them against the image annotations, after which a subset of images is retrieved and ranked for a given concept based on some predefined similarity measures. In some systems, the retrieved images with the highest rank are then illustrated based on an image layout algorithm. 14. Image layout: Most of the systems devote significant effort to image selection, image clustering, and image layout (e.g., CWI [29] applies several image layout templates to cover grammatical relationships in a dialogue). 15. Semantic Web: Resources of the Semantic Web are not used, except for ontologies. 16 . Interactivity: Most of the systems are not interactive because they lack a solid mechanism to harvest the information from user interactions and feedback. 17. Adaptivity: Few systems are adaptive and most of these systems also ignore a priori knowledge provided by experts or other resources.
Hence, the literature shows that successful text-to-picture systems have good language understanding components, but also have fewer input channels and less intuitive visual layouts in terms of output. Contrary multimodal systems have more enriched input/output interfaces and better graphics quality, but they suffer from weaker NLP, as some of them simply ignore NLP completely, as mentioned in [18] . Overall, we have identified three main problems with the current systems. The first problem is associated with NLU, since these systems cannot capture the deep semantics embedded within the natural language descriptions. The second problem is related to visualization, which is, in turn, restricted to available images. The third problem is rooted in the fact that the current systems lack the available resources (e.g., lexicons) and the available techniques to manage and integrate open source datasets in real time.
Effectiveness of the survey
To the best of our knowledge, this survey is one of few reviews [24, 50] of text-to-picture systems and approaches associated with illustrating natural language. This survey has been carried out to derive the feasibility and the outcome of illustrating the Arabic language as a proof of concept. This work has presented the main problems faced by text-to-picture systems with respect to NLP, NLU, and many other requirements. For each reviewed system, we elaborated on the system's inputs and outputs, design methodology, language processes, and knowledge resources, as well as discussing the advantages and disadvantages. Many other features are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 for a clear comparison between the reviewed text-topicture approaches and systems. We focused on NLP and analysis models used by these systems, and thus categorized them into two groups. We concluded that systems following deep semantic analysis have higher accuracy compared to those following shallow semantic analysis. We have also shown some systems that have enriched input and output interfaces, but weaker NLP and NLU, and therefore weaker accuracy. This not only reflects the current technical difficulties in understanding natural language, but also showcases the semantic gap [33] between human perception and computer vision; i.e., semantic gaps between humans perceiving their surroundings and the computer analyzing datasets.
Furthermore, the survey showed that there is no open dataset available for the purpose of illustrating natural language, or at least for common language concepts in general. Thus, in order to overcome the semantic gap, it is important to have a deep understanding of how a language's vocabulary and its visual representations connect. Whereas some text-to-picture systems rely on many filtering algorithms and techniques in order to get appropriate materials from Web image searches, other systems create their own multimedia datasets, which has revealed the excessive manual efforts behind these systems.
In terms of input/output-modalities, early systems provided only one representative image (e.g. the story picturing engine [31] ), whereas recent systems provide a set of images (e.g. Word2Image [36] ). In terms of spatial and temporal relationships, all reviewed text-to-picture systems were unable to address them; this is probably because these relationships can only be visualized through dynamic systems (e.g., animation).
It should be noted that some of the reviewed systems are not available to date and are no longer enhanced (e.g., the story picturing engine [31] ). Ultimately, we have concluded that text-to-picture conversion systems will not significantly improve until the machine vision and language understanding methods are improved, as argued in [24] .
Conclusion and future work
We reviewed important prior works about text-to-picture systems and approaches. We also compared them according to input knowledge resolution, knowledge resources, knowledge extraction, image selection, and matching and output rendering. For the most part, existing systems favor linguistic-focused text processing. The objective of this review is to investigate the feasibility of Bautomatic visualization of Arabic story text through multimedia,^which, in turn, involves text processing and analysis with the available tools. Moreover, this review allows us to refine our problem statement and to identify relevant topics for further research.
So far, we propose the following approach: First, processing the story to get a semantic representation of the main characters and events in each paragraph. Second, constructing expanded queries for each paragraph using the output of the previous step. Third, through an image search, finding a list of the top picture candidates. Exploring the results, a user or instructor can eventually refine the results of the automatic illustration step by selecting a few suitable pictures to compose the final visualization for each paragraph. Figure 11 illustrates these steps.
According to the survey, there were answers to some initial research questions and findings. However, the following questions have been newly identified for investigation:
• The literature shows that text-to-picture systems perform relevant tasks that can improve language understanding and universal communication, which makes them an interesting and challenging interdisciplinary research problem. Indeed, according to [24] , text-to-picture systems can be improved by exploiting better semantic processing, image processing, and associative learning techniques. 
